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Abstract

Titan possesses an extensive atmosphere and ionosphere and no obvious significant intrinsic magnetic field. Its ionosphere di-

rectly interacts with the surrounding plasma environment, forming an induced magnetosphere. Titan was located in Saturn’s outer

magnetosphere at the time of the Voyager encounter, where that interaction is subsonic, superAlfv�enic and submagnetosonic. We

present results on Titan’s induced magnetosphere from numerical simulations for the Voyager encounter scenario, for other

locations around Titan’s orbit, and for a case when Titan’s orbit at 20 Saturn radii is outside the magnetosphere. The comparison

of Titan’s induced magnetosphere with other induced magnetospheres at Venus, Mars, and other planetary satellites is briefly

considered.

� 2004 COSPAR. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Voyager 1 passed through Titan’s wake at a distance

of 6969 km (2.7RT, where RT ¼ 2575 km) while it was in

Saturn’s outer magnetosphere. The incident plasma was
found to have sonic, Alfv�enic and magnetosonic Mach

numbers of 0.57, 1.9 and 0.55, respectively. This set of

Mach numbers makes Titan’s interaction with its sur-

rounding plasma environment unique among non-mag-

netic bodies studied in the solar system. The incident

plasma interacts with Titan’s atmosphere and iono-

sphere rather than a strong intrinsic magnetic field. The

incident magnetic field drapes around Titan forming an
induced magnetosphere. Based on the Voyager encoun-

ter the tail region of the induced magnetosphere is

thought to have a four-lobe structure (see Ness et al.,

1982 and Neubauer et al., 1984). The draped magnetic

field in the tail lobes above Titan’s orbital plane points

upstream toward Titan, while the field below the plane

points in the direction of the flow away from Titan.
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A current sheet separates these regions. A north–south

boundary exists between field lines that drape around the

dayside and nightside of Titan, due to differences in the

mass loading rates in the two hemispheres. The diameter

of the wake and Titan are of comparable size. A sharp
transition exists between the induced magnetotail and

the incident field (see Fig. 6(a)). The induced magnetotail

is expected to diverge and form a set of Alfv�en wings

(Ness et al., 1982). Upstream of Titan the magnetic field

is expected to form a magnetic barrier that wraps around

Titan and helps to divert the incident plasma flow.

Titan’s interaction is further complicated because the

gyroradii of the incident ions are on the order of a Titan
radius. Further discussions and illustrations of these

gyroradius effects can be found in Luhmann (1996),

Ledvina et al. (2000) and Brecht et al. (2000).

Several models have recently been developed to study

Titan’s interaction with its surrounding plasma envi-

ronment. The two-dimensional quasi-multi fluid MHD

model of Cravens et al. (1998) showed that a magnetic

barrier on the ram and flank sides of Titan could form. In
a companion paper Ledvina and Cravens (1998) using a

three-dimensional single fluid MHD model were able to

recreate the general features of the assumed magnetotail
ved.
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structure and the Alfv�en wings. These tail features have

been confirmed in other 3-d MHD models (see Kabin

et al., 1999, 2000; Nagy et al., 2001 and Kopp and Ip,

2001). These models with the exception of the models of

Kabin et al. (2000) and Kopp et al. assumed a uniform

ionization profile (the same production rate for all ram
zenith angles) and hence where unable to reproduce the

dayside and nightside asymmetry in the tail lobes. They

also are unable to account for gyroradius effects. Non-

uniform ion production and finite gyroradii effects were

first examined in the hybrid (kinetic ions, fluid electrons)

model of Brecht et al. (2000). They found that non-uni-

form ion production spreads out the induced magneto-

tail on the side with the larger ion production. This
results in a smoother transition from the unperturbed

magnetic field to the field in Titan’s induced magnetotail.

The later MHD model of Kopp and Ip (2001) found a

similar result. In addition Brecht et al., found that ion

gyroradius effects could account for a deflection of the

magnetotail from the flow direction.

Titan’s plasma environment is highly variable. Most

of the detailed models of Titan’s interaction with its
plasma environment to date have been focused on the

upstream Voyager conditions (though Ledvina and

Cravens, 1998 and more recently Hansen, 2001 have

examined supermagnetosonic examples). The position

of Saturn’s bow shock depends on the incident solar

wind conditions and has been observed to vary typically

between 23.6 and 31.5Rs. Under extreme solar wind

conditions Pioneer 11 observed the position of the bow
shock at 20Rs (Schardt et al., 1984). Titan’s orbit in the

outer magnetosphere at 20Rs means that there is a

chance that Titan may interact directly with the solar

wind or the magnetosheath plasma when it is near noon

local Saturn time. In addition local variations within

Saturn’s magnetosphere can lead to very different plas-

ma conditions along Titan’s orbit. For example the

number density of the thermal plasma in Saturn’s outer
magnetosphere ranges between 0.02 and 0.5 ions cm�3

(Schardt et al., 1984). Wolf and Neubauer (1982) ex-

amined Titan’s variable plasma environment and de-
Table 1

Incident plasma conditions derived from Voyager observations near Titan a

Voyager Run 1

Model Observations MHD

Flow speed (km/s) 80–150 120

Number density (cm�3),

species and source

0.1 (Hþ)Mag. 0.2

(Nþ) Mag.

0.2 (N

Mag.

Magnetic field (nT) 5 5.1

Temperature (eV) 210 (Hþ) 2900 (Nþ) 3600

Plasma beta 11.1 11.2

Sonic speed (km/s) 210 205

Alfv�en speed (km/s) 64 67

Sonic Mach number 0.57 0.59

Alfv�enic Mach number 1.9 1.8

Magnetosonic Mach number 0.55 0.56
termined that Titan’s interaction would be (1) subsonic,

subAlfv�enic in the tail, (2) transonic, transAlfv�enic in

the outer magnetosphere, (3) subsonic, superAlfv�enic
in the magnetosheath and (4) hypersonic, hyperAlfv�enic
in the solar wind.

Recently, Hansen (2001) has modeled Saturn’s global
magnetosphere including mass loading sources due to

the satellites. The model results show that values of the

Mach numbers vary as a function of local time and ra-

dius, showing a large range in the magnetosonic Mach

number. Along Titan’s orbit the magnetosonic Mach

number could range from a low value of 0.02 (Wolf and

Neubauer, 1982) to a value of 2.0 (Hansen, 2001). We

examine Titan’s induced magnetosphere for a range of
incident conditions (summarized in Table 1) thought to

occur during its orbit using both an MHD model and a

hybrid model.
2. The models

We use two models to study Titan’s induced magne-
tosphere. The first is an improved version of the single

fluid 3-D MHD model of Ledvina and Cravens (1998)

including many of the physical processes included in the

2-D MHD model of Cravens et al. (1998). This new

model includes a mass-weighted averaged radial pro-

duction rate and a neutral atmosphere adopted from the

Cravens et al. model. Ion-neutral collisions are included

using a value of 1.0� 10�7 cm3 s�1 for the collision
frequency. Dissociative recombination is included with a

recombination rate that varies from 1.0� 10�7 cm3 s�1

in Saturn’s magnetosphere to 1.0� 10�6 cm3 s�1 in Ti-

tan’s ionosphere. Electron pressure gradients and elec-

tron–ion collisions are also included. Like Cravens et al.

(1998) we adopt the electron temperature profile from

Gan et al. (1992). The simulation domain is Titan cen-

tered with each axis extending 25,000 km, using 150 grid
cells non-uniformly spaced along an axis with Dr rang-

ing from 146 km near the origin to 631 km at the edge of

the computational domain.
nd those used in each run. Also listed is the type of simulation used

Run 2 Run 3 Run 4 Run 5

HYB MHD MHD HYB

125 120 120 450
þ) 0.2 (Nþ)

Mag.

0.05 (Hþ)

Mag.

0.2(Nþ)

Mag.

0.1 (Hþ)

s.w.

5.1 5.95 5.1 0.5

1:0� 10�11 3600 100 1:0� 10�11

N/A 8.2 0.31 N/A

N/A 410 42 N/A

67 157 67 34

N/A 0.29 2.9 N/A

1.8 0.77 1.8 13

N/A 0.27 1.5 N/A



Table 2

Titan’s representation in each model

MHD Hybrid

Lower boundary Conducting sphere Conducting sphere

Neutral atmosphere Cravens et al. (1998) N/A

Ionospheric species Nþ Nþ

Ionospheric profile Cravens et al. (1998) Keller et al. (1992)

Production or density Production Density

Ram angle of the

ionospheric peak

Uniform 70�/0� (Mag./s.w.)
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Titan’s induced magnetosphere is simulated with the

MHDmodel using three sets of Mach numbers. The first

set is representative of the Voyager encounter (subsonic,

superAlfv�enic and submagnetosonic), when Titan is in

the Midday region of Saturn’s magnetosphere. The

second set (subsonic, subAlfv�enic and submagnetosonic)
according to Wolf and Neubauer (1982) is appropriate

when Titan is within Saturn’s magnetotail. The third set

may occur when Titan is in the outer magnetosphere or

the magnetosheath (supersonic, superAlfv�enic and

supermagnetosonic).

The second model used in this research is the hybrid

model of Brecht et al. (2000). In this model the solution

is assumed to be symmetric about the orbital plane in
order to make the best use of computational resources.

This model was used to simulate Titan’s interaction with

the magnetospheric flow and the solar wind. The up-

stream conditions of the first hybrid run (run 2 in Table

1) were chosen to represent the Voyager interaction like

the subsonic superAlfv�enic MHD run, except that the

upstream ions were loaded cold. The grid was

66� 153� 91 cells covering a region of 15RT � 30RT �
17.5RT with a resulting cell size of about 500 km. The

upstream species was taken to be Nþ and the iono-

spheric species (also Nþ) was loaded to obtain 10% of

the density profile from Keller et al. (1992) (see Brecht

et al., 2000, for further details). The second simulation

(run 5 in Table 1) represents Titan’s interaction with the

solar wind. The number of grid cells was increased to

128� 257� 150; this reduced the cell size to about
300 km. The upstream species was taken to be Hþ, but
the ionospheric profile and species (Nþ) remained the

same. In both cases the ion production was non-uniform

with the peak production occurring at an angle with

respect to the incident flow of 70� and 0� for the Voyager
Fig. 1. Contours of the magnetic field strength (in nT) for the subsonic, superA

plane on the left (a), while unperturbed field is anti-parallel to the z-axis in
convection electric field is anti-parallel to the y-axis. Magnetic field vectors
and solar wind cases, respectively, and a cosine fall off

from the production peak.
The upstream boundary conditions were imposed on

one face of the computational domain, with all other

faces treated as outflow boundaries. The modeled ion-

osphere (and neutral atmosphere in the MHD runs) acts

as the effective boundary between the incident plasma

and Titan. However, Titan itself was simulated as a

conducting sphere in each model by setting the electric

fields within Titan to zero. In addition any particles that
encounter Titan are removed from the hybrid simula-

tions. A summary of how Titan is represented in each

model is listed in Table 2.
3. Results

Contours of magnetic field strength and magnetic
field vectors for Titan’s induced magnetosphere for the

MHD model with Voyager like upstream conditions

(run 1) are shown in Fig. 1. This is in agreement with the

previous MHD models mentioned above. Mass-loading

and ion-neutral friction prevent the magnetic field from

reaching the surface of Titan. The incident magnetic

field piles up as it interacts with Titan’s ionosphere
lfv�enic voyager case (run 1). The magnetic field is perpendicular to the

the plane on the right (b). The incident flow is from the left and the

are indicated in panel b.
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forming a magnetic barrier with peak field strength of

22 nT. This barrier wraps around Titan and is tightly

confined to within about 2RT in the ram, flank and pole

directions. Near the wake region the field is narrowly

confined but then flares out forming a set of Alfv�en
wings that extend outside of Titan’s geometric wake
(Fig. 1(b)). The leading edge of these wings is slightly

curved due to the superAlfv�enic nature of the flow.

A current sheet separates the wings and is evident in the

figure by the thin region of low magnetic field near

z ¼ 0RT. Within the xy-plane (Fig. 1(a)) in the wake

region there are variations in the magnetic field.

In contrast the magnetic field strength for the in-

duced magnetosphere using the Voyager like upstream
conditions for the hybrid simulation (run 2) is shown in

Fig. 2. A smooth bow wave is present with the field

reaching a maximum strength of about 20 nT. The in-

duced magnetosphere surrounds Titan but is not as

tightly confined as in the previous example. The mag-

netic wake region is much wider �7RT at 9RT down-

stream in both parallel and perpendicular (to the

upstream field) planes. The yx-plane (Fig. 2(a)) contains
the motional electric field. The ions gyrate in this plane

and hence this perspective will show asymmetries not

present in the MHD simulations. The induced magne-

tosphere is asymmetric with both the bow wave and the

wake clearly shifted in the direction of the motional

electric field. Brecht et al. (2000) showed that the degree

of this asymmetry is dependent on the mass of the

ionospheric pick-up species. They also mention that the
induced magnetosphere is not greatly influenced by

the location of the peak ionospheric production, due to

the ion gyroradius scale. The asymmetries are due to the

diamagnetic effects resulting from the inclusion of the

Hall term in the hybrid simulations and the collective
Fig. 2. Magnitude of the magnetic field (in nT) from the hybrid simulation o

convection electric field are in the same directions as in Fig. 1. The result are

MHD results.
gyroradius effects of the ions. Because the solution is

symmetric about the orbital plane (the xy-plane), we

only simulate the interaction above this plane. The

xz-plane (Fig. 2(b)) contains the magnetic field. The

magnetic field in this case is not drawn into the geo-

metric wake like the previous MHD simulation but
flairs out beginning at Titan. It is also much weaker

than in the draping region of the MHD simulation,

suggesting that mass loading and ion-neutral friction

are very important in the latter. The magnetic field in

the geometric wake region (Fig. 2(a)) exhibits much

more, small scale, fluctuations than the magnetic fluc-

tuations present in the MHD results (Fig. 1(a)).

Fig. 3 shows magnetic field strength contours for
the subsonic, subAlfv�enic MHD model case (run 3). The

field strength peaks around 18 nT in the ram region. The

induced magnetosphere is tightly confined to the near

Titan region (Fig. 3(b)) and not drawn out into the

geometric wake region as in the subsonic superAlfv�enic
case (Fig. 1(b)). The induced set of Alfv�en wings is

straighter and thinner than in the Voyager case. How-

ever, the peak field strength in the wings is about the
same at 15 nT. The magnetic field is fairly smooth in the

geometric wake region outside of the wings (Fig. 3(b)).

In the xy-plane however, the magnetic field fluctuations

are asymmetric about the y ¼ 0 line (Fig. 3(a)).

The supersonic, superAlfv�enic MHD simulation

(run 4 shown in Fig. 4) is physically closer to the hybrid

simulation (run 2) shown in Fig. 2. The pressure in the

MHD model was drastically reduced from the previous
MHD simulations effectively cooling the plasma. The

resulting magnetic field structures shown in Fig. 4 more

closely resemble the hybrid simulation. The structure is

very similar to the bow wave shown in Fig. 2 although it

is symmetric about each of the planes shown in the
f the voyager parameters (run 2). The incident flow, magnetic field and

mirrored about the z ¼ 0 line in order to more easily compare with the



Fig. 3. Magnitude of the magnetic field (in nT) for the subsonic, subAlfv�enic MHD case (run 3). The incident flow, magnetic field and convection

electric field are in the same directions as in Fig. 1.

Fig. 4. Magnitude of the magnetic field (in nT) for the supersonic, superAlfv�enic case (run 4). The incident flow, magnetic field and convection electric

field are in the same directions as in Fig. 1.
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figure. The standoff distance of the bow structure is 5RT

compared to 2.5RT from the hybrid simulation. This

may be due in part to the differences in how the iono-

sphere is treated in each model, symmetric ion produc-

tion rates used in the MHD simulations vs. loading 10%

of the Keller et al. (1992) density profile in the hybrid
runs. In the MHD simulations the ionospheric density is

built up over time as new plasma is created according to

the production rates, while in the hybrid simulations the

ionospheric density is directly loaded. Note the 10%

density load in the hybrid case produced an ion tail

density that was in agreement with the Voyager PLS

results reported in Hartle et al. (1982) (see Brecht et al.,

2000, for further details). Therefore, 10% may be an
appropriate fraction, given that the hybrid grid scale

effectively averages over about half the ionospheric

profile.
Another possible explanation for the differences in

the standoff distances may be inherent to the basic

properties of the simulation methodology. The hybrid

simulations treat the ions as kinetic particles. In doing so

they include all of the ‘‘shock physics’’ at the kinetic

level. In contrast MHD simulations must approximate
the shock physics based on the plasma pressure. The

MHD simulations do not include the Hall term, or in-

clude finite ion gyroradii; therefore, they must also re-

turn a symmetric solution (assuming a symmetric ion

production profile). The combination of mass loading

and ion-neutral friction seem to have a greater effect on

the magnetic pileup and draping in the MHD models

than just the mass loading in the hybrid simulations.
In the final simulation (run 5 shown in Fig. 5) we

used the hybrid code to simulate Titan’s interaction

with the solar wind. The upstream velocity is much



Fig. 5. Magnitude of the magnetic field (in nT) from the hybrid simulation of Titan in the solar wind (run 5). The magnetic field points into the plane

on the left (xz-plane), while unperturbed field is anti-parallel to the y-axis in the plane on the right (xz-plane). The incident flow is from the left and the

convection electric field is parallel to the z-axis. Note the directions of the incident magnetic field and the convection electric field, are perpendicular

to the directions used in the previous cases. The result in Fig. 2(b) are mirrored about the y ¼ 0 line in order to more easily compare with the MHD

cases.
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larger than in the previous runs, the magnetic field

strength is much weaker and the incident species is Hþ

(the ionospheric species is still Nþ). This combination

results in the much larger ion gyroradii (by a factor of

about 38) for both species, than those that occur within

Saturn’s magnetosphere. The asymmetries are much

stronger in this case due to the large gyroradii of the
solar wind and pickup ions. This extends the induced

magnetosphere out further in the direction of the

motional electric field as the ionospheric ions are picked

up by the solar wind. On the opposite flank the shock

sweeps sharply back. The peak field strength in the

magnetic barrier is about 3 nT, six times the ambient

field strength. The peak of the barrier is very close to

the surface of Titan and predominantly located in the
hemisphere where the motional electric field points

away from Titan. This same hemispherical asymmetry

occurs in hybrid simulations of Mars (see Brecht, 1997).

A similar situation is present in the hybrid simulation of

the Voyager encounter though the asymmetry is not as

strong due to the weaker motional electric field in

Saturn’s magnetosphere. A much weaker magnetic en-

hancement forms around the pickup ions as they move
away from Titan in the direction of the motional elec-

tric field (in the positive z-direction). The bow wave

extends further in this direction as a result. The bow

wave would extend even further in the direction of

the motional electric field (in the positive z-direction)

and a wider tail region would result if the ionospheric

species had a mass of 28 amu instead of the 14 amu

used in this run.
Fig. 6(b)–(f) shows contours of the magnetic field

strength and magnetic field vectors projected in a plane

perpendicular to the upstream flow direction located in
the wake region at 2.7RT downstream of Titan (the

distance of Voyagers closest approach) for each of the

runs. The hybrid results for the region above Titan’s

orbital plane are reflected about z ¼ 0 in order to more

easily compare with the MHD runs (Fig. 6(c) and (f)).

Also shown (Fig. 6(a)) is a schematic of the proposed

current structure of the wake lobes adapted from Ness
et al. (1982). The currents separate the magnetic field in

a lobe from the surrounding field and the field in the

other lobe. When Voyager traversed the wake these

currents were reflected as dips in the observed magnetic

field profile. A current sheet is clearly evident between

the lobes above and below the orbital plane in each of

the MHD runs (Fig. 6(b), (d) and (e)). The current

sheet is distorted due to the MHD model flow fluctu-
ations in the wake that are reflected in the xy-plane
magnetic field contours. The lobe magnetic field

strength is largest in the subfast MHD simulations

(Fig. 6(b) and (d)) and the lobe structures are elongated

along the direction of the magnetic field. In contrast the

tail field structures in the supermagnetosonic run

(Fig. 6(e)) and the hybrid Voyager run (Fig. 6(c)) have

a more rounded appearance. The field structures in the
Voyager hybrid run show a reduced field region behind

Titan, although there is a narrow enhanced field

strength ribbon that occurs near y ¼ �1RT. Surround-

ing this reduced field region is a halo of enhanced field.

The hybrid solar wind simulation (Fig. 6(f)) shows a

large extended region along the direction of the mo-

tional electric field due to the pickup ions. It also shows

an offset in the negative z-direction due to the gyroradii
effects of the solar wind ions. We only ran one hemi-

sphere of Titan in the hybrid simulations so it is not

clear that a narrow current sheet exists in Fig. 6(c) and



Fig. 6. Comparisons of the magnetic field results for each model through a plane located at 2.7RT downstream (looking upstream). (a) Schematic of

Titan’s wake current structure (adapted fromNess et al., 1982). Contours of the magnetic field strength (in nT): (b) MHD-Voyager (run 1), (c) Hybrid-

Voyager (run 2), (d) subsonic, subAlfv�enic (run 3), (e) supersonic, superAlfv�enic (run 4) and (f) hybrid simulation of Titan in the solar wind (run 5).

Note the incident magnetic field is in the y-direction. The unperturbed magnetic field points to the bottom of the page and Titan is centered at ð0; 0Þ.
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(f). It is possible that a current sheet may not form in a

hybrid simulation that includes both hemispheres of
Titan since the ions are not tied to the magnetic field

like the plasma is in a MHD simulation. This is one

issue that we will address in the future.
3.1. Intercomparisons between different cases

The results shown in the previous section illustrate

the drastic effect that the incident plasma environment

can have on Titan’s induced magnetosphere. Titan is
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unique because it can be found in such a wide variety of

plasma environments. Some of these conditions such as

the subsonic, superAlfv�enic Voyager conditions have

not been observed for any other object in the solar

system. Other conditions such as the supersonic, su-

perAlfv�enic or hypersonic, hyperAlfv�enic are similar to
solar wind interactions with Venus and Mars. Com-

paring how Titan’s induced magnetosphere responds to

these different conditions may shed light on the basic

nature of these interactions.

The simulations of the Voyager upstream conditions

differ somewhat between the MHD and hybrid models.

This difference in part is due to the difference in the

thermal properties of the two models. The MHD re-
sults assume the incident plasma is quite warm, also

implicit in the MHD approximation is the assumption

that the plasma has an isotropic Maxwellian distribu-

tion. These assumptions are not present in the hybrid

simulation for ions; hence, the qualitatively different

results. It should be noted that when the Voyager in-

cident plasma conditions were derived from the PLS

results it was assumed that the plasma distribution was
a drifting Maxwellian (Hartle et al., 1982). This is

probably acceptable for the Hþ, it is however, suspect

for the Nþ. The reason has to do with the source of the

Nþ. If the source of these ions is Titan, then the dis-

tribution function of these pick-up ions initially will be

a beam or a ring (cf. Cravens, 1997). Whether these

initial pickup ion distributions change to a Maxwellian

before they reencounter Titan, perhaps because of the
instability of the pickup ion ring-beam and other

thermalizing, isotropizing processes, remains an unan-

swered question. Hopefully the Cassini orbiter investi-

gations can help to further constrain the problem. The

supermagnetosonic case (run 4) is physically closer to

the hybrid Voyager simulation since the incident plas-

ma was assumed to be cold. In fact both simulations

give about the same peak magnetic field strength of 18
nT in the ram region. The standoff distance of the

shock in the MHD model is further than the bow wave

in the hybrid simulation. In addition the bow shock in

the MHD simulation is wider than the bow wave in the

hybrid simulation. However, the width of both inner

magnetotails is about the same in both simulations

(4–5RT). Some of the differences between the two

models are in part due to the differences in the nature
of the obstacles in the simulations or the gyroradii of

the Nþ in the hybrid simulation. Further work is nee-

ded to explore these differences. There is a clear de-

flection from the flow direction of the inner magnetotail

in the hybrid simulation that is not present in the MHD

run. Though the induced magnetosphere in the super-

magnetosonic MHD simulation is qualitatively similar

to the hybrid results it is symmetric, again since the
MHD approximation does not include the Hall term or

the gyroradius effects.
When the ions in the hybrid simulation are picked up

by the incident plasma, they are accelerated away from

Titan. The resulting currents act to extend the induced

magnetosphere in the direction of the motional electric

field. Brecht et al. (2000), found that the larger the mass

of the pickup ion species, and hence their gyroradii, the
stronger the asymmetry. This is further illustrated here

by comparing the hybrid simulations of the Voyager

conditions to the solar wind conditions. When Titan is

in the solar wind, the incident magnetic field is 0.5 nT

versus 5.1 nT. This results in a gyroradius that is 10

times larger than within Saturn’s magnetosphere and

thus there is much greater asymmetry present in the

solar wind case. The angle of the bow wave in the plane
that contains the magnetic field (xy-plane) is sharper

than the non-flared shock angle in the plane containing

the electric field (xz-plane).
Alfv�en wings are present in the results of both the

subsonic subAlfv�enic (run 3) and the subsonic Super-

Alfv�enic (Voyager like) MHD simulations. In both

cases the field may exhibit the four-lobe tail structure

suggested by the Voyager observations if asymmetric
ion production is accounted for. The simulation wing/

lobe structure is perhaps separated more then the

Voyager picture but again this is a result of our sym-

metric ionospheric production creating too large of an

obstacle. A different ion production profile would result

in a smaller effective obstacle bringing the wings/lobes

closer together. The wings in the Voyager-like run

(run 1) are more smeared out as the field is dragged
downstream by the superAlfv�enic flow. This is not the

case in the subAlfv�enic run (run 3) since the field adjusts

to Titan at a faster time scale than the flow can. This

results in the magnetic barrier remaining closer to and

following the shape of the ionosphere and straighter

Alfv�en wings. In fact the magnetic barrier completely

surrounds Titan even in the wake region taking on a

shell-like shape. Outside the magnetic shell and the
Alfv�en wings the field is remarkably smooth with only

minor fluctuations downstream of Titan. In both cases

the plasma flow around Titan qualitatively resembles

incompressible potential subsonic flow around a cylin-

der (see Cravens et al. (1998) for further discussion). In

contrast, in the supermagnetosonic cases information

about Titan’s presence cannot propagate upstream to

allow the flow and the field to adjust. Instead a bow
wave or shock forms across which the field and flow

suddenly change.

In the xy-plane (the plane perpendicular to the inci-

dent magnetic field) of the MHD simulations (Figs. 1(a),

3(a) and 4(a)) there are fluctuations in the magnetic field

within Titan’s geometric wake. Note these are not

startup transients, but actual fluctuations in the results

for the magnetic field. These fluctuations are a result of
the influence of density perturbations as the plasma

flows around Titan (since in the ideal MHD limit the
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ratio of the magnetic field to the density is constant in

time). The plasma flow in the xy-plane (the magnetic

field is perpendicular to this plane) qualitatively resem-

bles viscous fluid flow around a cylinder (see Van Dyke,

1982 for several examples). The viscosity is being pro-

vided by a combination of physical processes such as
ion-neutral collisions and mass-loading, and to a much

lesser degree numerical viscosity in the MHD code. The

formation of a K�arm�an vortex street explains the asym-

metry about the y ¼ 0 line in Fig. 3(a). The K�arm�an
vortex street is a complex process that depends on the

size of the obstacle and the velocity, density and vis-

cosity of the fluid (see discussion in Raichoudhuri,

1998). In the case of Titan each of these variables are
influenced by a combination of mass loading from the

ionosphere and ion-neutral friction with the neutral at-

mosphere. The flow in the xz-plane is much smoother

because the magnetic field damps out the density fluc-

tuations. Similar fluctuations are present in the hybrid

simulations but are masked due to scattering of the ions

by additional waves resulting in additional magnetic

fluctuations.
The results presented here appear to be qualitatively

correct, based on the comparisons with the general

characteristics of the Voyager observations. A few

small details will change if additional physics is taken

into consideration. The ionospheric profiles and phys-

ics used in each model are simplistic compared to ac-

tual ionospheric processes that must occur at Titan.

For instance two significant ionization processes, pho-
toionization and electron impact ionization may be

present at Titan. The ionization rates from these pro-

cesses will vary with time and location on Titan with

respect to the plasma ram and the Sun, and the loca-

tion of Titan within Saturn’s magnetosphere (cf. Keller

et al., 1992, 1994). In addition the neutral atmosphere

and ionosphere model used in the MHD models (but

not the hybrid models) was spherically uniform,
whereas the real case is likely non-uniform. These ef-

fects will alter the size and shape of the effective ob-

stacle but the qualitative nature of the induced

magnetosphere should still remain valid. The hard

transitions in the MHD model results will soften due to

the gyroradii of the incident plasma ions. The hybrid

simulations described here only considered a single

upstream species and used a cold incident plasma dis-
tribution. The incident Hþ plasma observed by Voy-

ager has a smaller gyroradius (by a factor of 14) than

the Nþ. It is not likely that the Hþ plays a major role

in the momentum balance of the interaction compared

to the Nþ, but it may provide a more fluid like set of

currents. Including the Hþ species may make the hy-

brid model results appear more MHD-like, sharpening

the boundaries. Indeed the actual interaction is prob-
ably a cross between both model types. The hybrid

simulations have the potential to more correctly model
Titan’s interaction with its surrounding plasma envi-

ronment given the size of the ion gyroradii and dif-

ferent possible upstream ion distribution functions.

However, they are extremely computationally expen-

sive to use for cases requiring inclusion of the deeper

atmosphere and ionospheric chemistry (cf. Brecht,
2002). As a result, both MHD and hybrid simulations

will be needed to fully understand Titan’s plasma

environment.
4. Comparisons with other non-magnetic bodies

Titan’s interaction with its surrounding plasma en-
vironment is unique compared to other objects in the

solar system in part: because the surrounding environ-

ment varies dramatically. During Titan’s motion

through this varying environment its interaction at times

resembles the plasma interactions with other objects in

the solar system.

Venus and comets have no intrinsic magnetic field.

The ionosphere of Venus is gravitationally bound and
the thermal pressure of the ionosphere is generally

greater than the solar wind dynamic pressure. The su-

personic solar wind is deflected at a bow shock. The

incident solar wind field piles up on the ram side of

Venus forming a magnetic barrier that separates the

solar wind and ionospheric plasmas. The magnetic field

slips around Venus over the poles to form an induced

magnetotail. The magnetic field in the magnetotail
consists of two lobes, with the field oppositely directed

toward and away from Venus, separated by a current

sheet. For further discussion about the details and na-

ture of the Venus interaction with the solar wind we

refer the reader to the paper by Luhmann et al. (this

volume) and references therein.

The induced magnetosphere of comets is similar to

Venus except on a much larger scale. The nature of the
obstacle is different at comets since the ionosphere is not

tightly gravitationally bound. Mass loading of the solar

wind by cometary ions slows down the flow resulting in

a weak shock. Far from the nucleus a diamagnetic cavity

resulting from frictional force exerted by out-flowing

neutrals may be present. The incident magnetic field

piles up on the ramside of the cavity resulting in a

magnetic barrier and a draped field pattern similar to
Venus. A review of induced magnetospheres at comets

can be found in the paper by Cravens and Gombosi

(2004) and references therein.

The intrinsic magnetic field at Mars (Acu~na et al.,

1998) is not large enough on a global scale to signifi-

cantly dominate its interaction with the solar wind. The

basic solar wind interaction at Mars resembles the in-

teraction at Venus. However, the IMF at Mars is
weaker than at Venus and the radius of Mars is much

smaller. Hence, kinetic effects play an important role in
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the interaction. The large size of the ion gyroradii for

both the solar wind ions and the pick-up ions leads to

an asymmetry in the shape of the induced magneto-

sphere (cf. Brecht et al., 1993), in addition to any

asymmetry from the crustal magnetic fields. Illustra-

tions of the importance of kinetic effects in the bow
shock at Venus and Mars can be found in Brecht and

Ferrante (1991).

Some of the Titan results presented here qualitatively

agree with the observed induced magnetospheres at

Venus and Mars. The supermagnetosonic MHD case

(run 4) agrees very well with the Venus picture of an

induced magnetosphere. However, this run does not

have any asymmetries that should be present due to
the large gyroradii of the incident and picked-up Nþ.
A Venus like scenario may occur at Titan while it is in

Saturn’s magnetosphere if Titan leaves the nitrogen to-

rus and encounters a fast stream of moving Hþ. The
hybrid results (runs 2 and 5) depict an induced magne-

tosphere that more closely resembles the situation at

Mars. The large ion gyroradii of the pickup ions lead to

a clear asymmetry in the induced magnetosphere. These
asymmetries are present in hybrid simulations of Mars

and agree well with the Phobos mission data (cf. Brecht,

1997). Titan’s interaction with its surrounding plasma

environment should produce an induced magnetosphere

that is more Mars-like than Venus-like.

Several authors have compared Voyager observations

of Titan’s magnetotail with observations of the mag-

netotail of Venus and Mars (cf. Kivelson and Russell,
1983; Veigin et al., 1984; Luhmann et al., 1991). The tail

lobe fields of Venus and Mars were found to be sepa-

rated by a distinct current sheet in the center and

smoothly join with a draped magnetosheath at the outer

boundaries. Current sheets, separating the lobes from

each other and the external field, bound the tail lobe

fields at Titan. The tails at Venus and Mars were much

wider than the tail at Titan when scaled by body radii.
The field strength in the lobe at Titan was found to be

about half those at Venus and Mars. Venus and Mars

both have a significant cross-tail field strength while at

Titan the cross tail magnetic field was found to be nearly

negligible (see Luhmann et al., 1991 for further details).

Each of the induced magnetospheres produced in Voy-

ager runs of the MHD and hybrid models produced a

transition in the magnitude of the magnetic field
strength between the incident magnetic field and the field

in the wake, consistent with the observations. Though

the transition is sharper in the MHD simulation.

The submagnetosonic MHD runs (1 and 3) more

qualitatively resemble the induced magnetosphere of Io

(cf. Combi et al., 1998 and Linker et al., 1998) than

those of Venus or Mars. No bow shock (or wave) is

present. There is a tail wing structure present in both of
our cases with a magnetic barrier wrapping tightly

around Titan in the ram, flank and pole directions. The
magnetosonic Mach number at Io is less than 1, as it is

in both runs 1 and 3 in our results. The magnetic field is

much larger at Io than it is at Titan, so kinetic effects are

not as significant. Since MHD models cannot account

for the kinetic effects present near Titan, the resulting

induced (MHD) magnetospheres are qualitatively simi-
lar between Titan and Io.
5. Conclusions

Our information about Titan’s induced magneto-

sphere is limited to a single fiyby of Voyager 1 through

Titan’s wake. As a result there is very little observa-
tional information about the nature of the plasma

conditions along Titan’s orbit. To date most of the

effort applied to understanding Titan’s interaction in

Saturn’s magnetosphere has been for Voyager like

conditions. Titan is unique since this single object ex-

periences a large range of interaction types. Modeled

versions of Titan’s induced magnetosphere for various

incident plasma conditions are presented using both
MHD and hybrid simulations. The different types of

interactions experienced by Titan as simulated here

lead to different configurations of its induced magne-

tosphere. These configurations show similarities and

differences when compared to the induced magneto-

spheres of other non-magnetic bodies in the solar sys-

tem. Questions such as the ion composition and the

distribution function of the incident plasma are critical
to the understanding of Titan’s interaction with its

surrounding environment. Some of these effects have

been examined using numerical simulations, however

new observations from the Cassini Orbiter are needed

to provide a better understanding of the plasma envi-

ronment and to constrain the models. Cassini will ar-

rive at the Saturn system in 2004. Numerical

simulations can in the meantime be used as a tool to
examine other incident plasma conditions at Titan.

They should be used in order to help plan the mission,

interpret data, and can play a key role in the ultimate

scientific success of the Cassini mission.
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